
SALES 
ASSISTANT

Life is full of contrasts. As we navigate expectations and dreams in the search for meaning and comfort, we long for a balanced life with room for chaos and calm, moments of reflection and times 
of joy. A place where we can be ourselves, realize the true value of things and feel at home. Based on a passion for authentic design and clear functionality, we challenge ourselves to shape the future 

and take pride in creating products that help you balance the contrasts of life. We create collections of furniture, accessories, and lighting, so you can create space to feel comfortably you.

Do you love inspiring customers and does selling  
come natural to you? And are you passionate about  
design and interior decorating? 

ABOUT ferm LIVING

ferm LIVING is a Danish design company founded in 2006 by  
Trine Andersen. From our base in Copenhagen, we work with  
artisans around the world, fusing our Scandinavian mindset with  
global skills and traditions. We create collections of furniture, 
accessories, and lighting - for both adults and kids.

WHAT YOU’LL BE DOING

You will be part of a dedicated and supportive team, that is passionate 
about helping and supporting our customers in creating a home that 
is at once intimate and inspiring – a space where you can always feel 
comfortably you. 

You will naturally get a thorough introduction and training and you will 
gain a good insight within the area.

Your work tasks span widely and within a day, you may have wrapped 
the perfect gift for a customer, packed some goods, ordered some 
items from our warehouse for our boutique, organized and cleaned up 
in our stock. 

• Personal sale and support to our customers
• Daily cash register reports 
• Clean up and merchandise the boutique and fill up items
• Minor cleaning tasks and other ad-hoc tasks

WHAT WE’RE LOOKING FOR

You must be able to work 8-12 hours a week, both weekdays and 
weekends. More hours during holiday periods and when we are
extra busy. 

• Positive, outgoing and accommodating 
• Organized and with an eye for detail 
• Service-minded and hands-on approach 
• Comfortable talking with many different people

YOU MIGHT ALSO HAVE

Other language skills besides English, experience from retail 
or service areas. 

INTERESTED?

Then send your short application and CV to us online. This is the only 
way we receive applications. We read applications on an ongoing basis, 
which is why we encourage you to submit your application as soon  
as possible.

If you have any questions about the position, please contact Boutique 
& Showroom Manager Calina Kokholm, +45 3029 0536.

We look forward to hearing from you.

https://fermLIVING.reqruiting.com/Pages/Application/Apply.aspx?id=9767

